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Abstract

Chinese credits became a viable, and preferred, alternative during the pink tide in part because it lacked traditional conditionality clauses. However, these financial operations, as well as others, often imply the existence of cross-conditionality. In opposition to traditional variants of conditionality, cross-conditionality implies that operations in the realms of trade, finance, or aid for development can be jeopardized as a response to decisions taken by national authorities that change previously agreed conditions in parallel projects. The main objective of this study is to explore the possible consequences of cross-conditionality, particularly the political consequences, in the Brazilian government’s coalition building. The hypothesis is that cross-conditionality represents a similar risk than the one that traditional conditionality represented in terms of national autonomy insofar as national governments would still have their hands tied, although for different reasons. We find that cross-conditionality affects the coalition-building efforts of national governments since it can be used to affect key government partners. In Brazil, agribusiness, a key partner of Bolsonaro’s government, is the sector that could be potentially affected if the Chinese government decides to implement cross-conditionality as a retaliatory measure to hostile policies or declarations of the Brazilian government vis-à-vis Chinese interests.
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Resumo

Empréstimos chineses se tornaram alternativas viáveis de financiamento durante a onda rosa devido à ausência de cláusulas de condicionalidade tradicionais. No entanto, essas operações financeiras, além de outras de diversos tipos, implicam com frequência a condicionalidade cruzada. Contrário à condicionalidade tradicional, a condicionalidade cruzada implica que operações nas áreas de comércio, financeira ou de ajuda ao desenvolvimento sejam prejudicadas em resposta a decisões de autoridades nacionais que mudem condições de projetos paralelos. O objetivo do presente trabalho é explorar as possíveis consequências políticas da condicionalidade cruzada na coalizão de sustentação do governo brasileiro. A hipótese é que a condicionalidade cruzada representa um risco similar àquele da condicionalidade tradicional em termos de autonomia nacional, mas por motivos diferentes. Se conclui que a condicionalidade cruzada afeta os esforços governamentais de construção de uma coalizão de governo devido aos impactos potenciais que ela possa ter sobre parceiros importantes do governo. No Brasil, o setor agroexportador, parceiro chave da coalizão do governo Bolsonaro, seria aquele que poderia ser potencialmente afetado se o governo chinês decide implementar a condicionalidade cruzada como medida de retribuição a políticas ou declarações hostis do governo brasileiro a respeito de interesses chineses.
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Introduction

China has become an important economic partner for many Latin American countries. The spheres in which such partnership is evident range from the changes in trade patterns (OURIQUES; ARIENTI, 2017), stronger financial ties through loan operations within the framework of aid for development (CRIVELLI; LO-BRUTTO, 2018), or in the increasingly important commercial ties between them (MALACALZA, 2019). Chinese loans have increased, in part, because many of them do not have the traditional strings attached that could create political costs for politicians who decide to take them – i.e., institutional reforms in exchange for loans. After many years of structural adjustment loans with heavy conditionality clauses, Chinese lending became a viable, and preferred, alternative to break the cycle of what was largely considered across the region as the imposition of the Washington-based international financial organizations (VADELL, 2018, p.18-19). These changes took place when the pink tide was in full force in Latin America (CAMERON; HERSHEYBERG, 2010; LEVITSKY; ROBERTS, 2011).

This ideological association led to a renewed enthusiasm of Latin American governments to take a variety of resources as if they presented an intrinsic advantage derived from that ideological connection. While left-leaning governments were keen to emphasize their closeness to China, their successors from the Right fell into the same trap. They assumed that China’s presence and actions in the region were a matter of ideology. However, such ideological and political association – emphasized on both sides of the political spectrum in Latin America – was not as important to the Chinese counterpart. In fact, the pretended ideological association between the Chinese government, on one side, and left-leaning Latin American governments, on the other, has represented in recent times an obstacle rather than an advantage. For instance, anti-China rhetoric has already caused some drawbacks for Latin American countries (RIBEIRO; MILANI, 2019; RITTNER; KRÜGER; ARAÚJO, 2019).

The changes that the new presence in the region implied, ended up eliciting questions about the role that China would come to play in Latin American economies in the twenty-first century (ELLIS, 2014). If there was enthusiasm about the possibilities and meanings of that increased presence, mainly linked to what was perceived as soft power (CHANTAL, 2015; DUARTE, 2012), the last decade has shown that such a partnership would entail costs of its own. Moreover, as the world continues to evolve, the need of many countries in the region to balance foreign policy trade-offs will become ever more evident. Although many of these challenges have been building-up in the last decade (GALLAGHER, 2016), the recent changes in the global landscape will increase the pressure on Latin American governments on having a clear stance on many of those issues.

One of the issues with which governments in the region will have to cope in the future is the escalation of Chinese assertiveness in several arenas. Of particular interest for this contribution is the Chinese use of cross-conditionality as a strategy in the conduction of economic relations with Latin America. In opposition to traditional variants of conditionality, cross-conditionality implies that operations in the realms of trade, finance, or aid for development can be jeopardized as a response to decisions taken by national authorities that change previously agreed conditions in parallel projects (MATTLIN; NOJONEN, 2015, p.712-714). Cross-conditionality constitutes a plausible mechanism to coerce Latin American governments in the context of growing economic relationships between the region and China. Its analysis also sheds light about the risks incurred when signing deals with a strong emerging power. Also, the study of cross-conditionality might show that hopes about how Chinese cooperation would break the cycle of political restrictions derived from economic conditions – e.g., Structural Adjustment Loans – were largely premature.

The main objective of this study is to explore the possible consequences of cross-conditionality, particularly the political consequences, in the Brazilian government’s coalition building. We consider that the recent changes that have

---

1 For an in-depth analysis of these organizations, see WOODS (2006). On the other hand, a more critical take is provided by FEET (2009).
2 Chinese relations with Latin America were indeed ideological at the height of the Cold War, however, after Deng Xiaoping the relationship has emphasized the economic dimension, with some exceptions (LANTEIGNE, 2019).
taken place in domestic political systems, i.e., the turn to the right, as well as changes in the international arena, i.e., a more assertive presence of China in the region, could trigger episodes in which cross-conditionality might be utilized more frequently. Indeed, if this were the case, this would be a significant challenge to domestic political coalitions and alliances on which national governments rely to advance their agendas. Our hypothesis is that cross-conditionality represents a risk similar to traditional conditionality, mainly in terms of national autonomy insofar as national governments would still have their hands tied, although for different reasons.

This study presents a classical problem of international relations: the impact that international or systemic variables have over domestic ones. In particular, the impact of Chinese cross-conditionality materialized in relation to cooperation agreements, financial operations, or the presence of Chinese companies in the coalition building efforts or economic policy decisions that national governments in Latin America might undertake. We propose to apply a theoretical framework seldom used to analyze these issues in the Latin American region, that is, the literature on the Second Image Reversed (ALT et al., 1996; KEOHANE; MILNER, 1996). Such theoretical framework concerns mainly with economic phenomena given its emphasis on the marginal effects of changes in the variables of interest. The methods of preference in the overwhelming majority of those works are advanced statistics mainly because of the easiness to calculate those marginal effects. In the present work, we use an asymmetric comparison (KOCKA, 1999) that would allow us to assess the political effects without necessarily focusing on the marginal impact. Even if the debate about Second Image Reversed was prominent in the 1990s, only to lose its appeal afterwards, we consider that its use is appropriate to answer the question of interest in this work.

We study the case of Brazil with asymmetric references to the case of Argentina, which has been affected by cross-conditionality, showing the potential risks such strategy entails for Latin American governments. On the other hand, the plausible mitigating factors of the Brazilian case will be analyzed insofar as it showcases in which sectors cross-conditionality is more likely to appear as well as the political consequences that such risks will represent. The rest of the article is divided in four sections; the first section will present and contextualize the literature on the Second Image Reversed; the next two sections will discuss the methodology of asymmetric comparison and the case of Brazil respectively. The final section will present some preliminary conclusions.

Second Image Reversed

The debate about the second image reversed was identified by COHEN (2008) as one of the main topics in American international political economy scholarship. That characterization is confirmed with how influential manuals depict the main disciplinary debates (e.g. FRIEDEN; MARTIN, 2002). The notion of images or levels of analysis goes back to the pioneering work of WALTZ (2001), where he argues that the causes of war can be explained through a recourse to different levels or images: first, individuals and their idiosyncrasies; second, states and their domestic problems may lead them to declare war; and, finally, third, the international system, of which anarchy is the defining principle, can also lead states to declare war. A key point in the argument of Waltz is how such levels or images are independent from one another. However, such idea was increasingly questioned by the changes that took place in the world stage through the 1970s, e.g. oil shocks, the end of the American dollar convertibility, and the combination of inflation and unemployment in the advanced industrial capitalist economies, among others.

In many of these issues, it was evident that events of the systemic arena had their causes in variables that were considered as strictly domestic, that is, within the realm of nation-states. Thus, the notion that domestic policies could have significant impacts on the international arena was ever more evident and, as a consequence, was embraced by some

---

3 The work of BADIN (2003) constitutes an example of a study conducted in the Latin American context that makes explicit reference to the contribution of KEOHAN and MILNER (1996).
scholars (KATZENSTEIN, 1978). How the different levels related to one another was continuously questioned, this time, however, with an idea that would have enormous impact years later. Contrary to the first questions where domestic variables affected systemic ones, the attention shifted to the impact that systemic variables would have over domestic ones, in what would be called the Second Image Reversed (GOUREVITCH, 1978). Even if in hindsight, such fluidity seems common sense, at the time these ideas represented a challenge to the disciplinary mainstream. In fact, Realism main text was published soon thereafter (WALTZ, 1979), elevating to the status of received wisdom the idea of total independence between domestic and systemic arenas.

However, since economic flows increased with liberalization in several countries, during the 1980s scholarly interests focused on how international economic phenomena affected economic policy decisions (KATZENSTEIN, 1985). Meanwhile, the focus on economic matters created a trend in which the concepts and analytic tools traditionally used in economics became common in international political economy scholarship. An example of this were studies that used variations of the Stolper-Samuelson theorem (STOLPER; SAMUELSON, 1941). In particular, those that study the impact of price increases in the main export of a country, that subsequently improve the relative position of the owners of the main production factor of those exports, changing in turn the balance of power in that country.¹ Works on the alliance between iron and the rye, making reference to the alliance between metallurgical workers and landowners in the creation of the first incarnations of the German Welfare state in the 1870s (ROGOWSKI, 1989), show this phenomenon. As a consequence of industrialization, and the increasing importance of export markets for heavy industrial products, workers gained an important leverage within domestic politics.

In a world witnessing the end of the Cold War as well as a new wave of democratization (O’DONNELL, 1993), economic liberalization was their corollary. Studies focused on attempts to explain how changes in trade patterns and financial flows could change emerging democracies or transitional economies. An example of those studies that focused on Latin America was that of FRIEDEN (1991). It is an study in which the main interest is to determine and quantify marginal effects, both economic and political ones. Later on, in the mid-1990s, there were attempts to organize and systematize that body of literature (ALT et al., 1996; KEOHANE; MILNER, 1996).

Given the importance of financial flows for development countries, whether because of foreign debt, their impact on balance of payments, or for currency speculation, the empirical evidence in many of those studies focused on the capital account liberalization. The reason for many developing countries to liberalize their capital accounts was the increasing economic interdependence as well as the pressure that actors that would benefit from such a move created over their respective governments. On the other hand, another mechanism to explain that policy change was the need to implement it as a response to financial crises since openness would signal to foreign and domestic investors that governments were committed to fiscal discipline (HAGGARD; MAXFIELD, 1996). Similar arguments were also mobilized in relation to the reforms that many countries implemented to grant independence to their central banks (MAXFIELD, 1997).

A recurrent criticism levelled against that literature is the intensive use of the hypothetical-deductive logic as well as heavy statistics.⁵ A reason for that methodological preference is the alignment between the kind of questions privileged in many of those studies and the logic of statistical models that measure quantitative marginal effects. Thus, many of those studies try to identify the impact of changes in the international arena over domestic phenomena through marginal changes in the variables studied. Without falling into criticisms about how those are method-driven studies, in opposition

---

¹ The theorem and the conclusions derived from it, however, are not without their critics. For an example, see DAVIS and MISHRA (2007).

⁵ A discussion about the consequences of those preferences – mainly present in American International Political Economy scholarship – and the relation with other questions and debates that take place in the discipline elsewhere, was compiled in two issues of New Political Economy in September 2009 (Vol. 14, issue 3) and the Review of International Political Economy in April 2009 (Vol. 16, issue 1). If the discussion in those volumes focuses on the divisions that exist in both sides of the (North) Atlantic, it is a useful reminder about the challenges and shortcomings of Second-Image-Reversed studies.
to real-world questions (SHAPIRO, 2002), an effort that is well beyond the scope of the present contribution, is rather clear that quantitative methods do play an important role in studies within the Second Image Reversed tradition (MALINIAK; TIERNEY, 2009, p.18-22).

Thus, part of what LAKE (2006) calls *Open Economy Politics* is based on the combination of increasingly complex statistical methods to understand political matters affecting modern economies. In so doing, the interdisciplinary debate between international relations, political science, and economics improved with those efforts. The debate about the Second Image Reversed had an sizable impact on the discipline of International Political Economy, mainly in the US. Even though other debates had arisen over the years (JOHNSON *et al.*, 2013), making their mark on the discipline, e.g. financial governance, banking regulation, or institutions, concerns about the impact that the international system has over domestic economies continues to drive significant parts of research. Despite all the criticisms leveled against that debate in ontological, epistemological, and methodological terms, we consider that this question is worth asking, even if not following the traditional contours of the scholarship traditionally identified with it.

Although is not the main focus of the article, is worth noting how the second image – that is, traditional foreign policy analysis – has changed in Brazil in the last two decades. Traditionally, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs enjoyed a monopoly on foreign matters. In recent years, however, with a renewed emphasis on South-South cooperation initiatives, a new set of actors have started to participate more actively in the definition of foreign policy. For instance, all ministries, with the obvious exception of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, have a bureau charged of international affairs, a trend that can also be observed in other levels of government, especially among states’ governments. These developments have forced the Ministry to put in place some efforts to preserve a degree of control over the means of foreign policy (FARIA, 2012). However, as political debate around foreign policy increases, a significant group of actors start to participate and attention must be given to issues that might have remained hidden before. This is the case of what is commonly referred to as *low politics*; examples of those issues are health (DAUVERGNE; FARIA, 2012; PITTAS; DRI, 2017), human development (PINHO, 2013), education, and agriculture (FARIA, 2012), among others. This participation of new actors in the definition of Brazilian foreign policy represents, in effect, a change with respect to what happened before.

Another key trend in Brazilian foreign policy is its increasing politization. Despite the impression of a rupture in the conduction of Brazilian foreign policy during Lula’s government, there were important continuities and adaptations. For instance, the “politicization” of the ministry staff signaled the rise to key posts of several career officials who were left aside during Cardoso presidency, who represented a specific tradition within the Ministry. The first tradition, that of Lula’s Chancellor, is that of *developmentalism*, which emphasizes the importance of national development and national autonomy; on the other hand, the second tradition, that of Cardoso’s Chancellor, is that of *liberalism* which emphasizes a liberal order focused on a more aligned position with United States (PECEQUILLO, 2008). There are not enough elements to support the hypothesis of a complete rupture in the conduction of Brazilian foreign policy during Lula’s tenure, although some change might have taken place. While Lula tried to capitalize his personal history in order to gather some support from a diversity of political actors in the international arena, Fernando Henrique Cardoso also tried to capitalize his prestige as a recognized academic to improve the country’s image in the international community (DUARTE; VIANA, 2008). However, recent indications of politicization appeared with the government of Jair Bolsonaro (2019-2022), which started even before he took office (LIBÂNIO, 2018). In fact, politicization might increase the risks of cross-conditionality. The next section will briefly discuss the methodology followed in the present study.

---

6 An example of that impact is the preeminent role those questions play in popular disciplinary manuals (e.g., FRIEDEN; LAKE; BROZ, 2017)
Methodology

As mentioned above, we will implement an asymmetric comparison (KOCKA, 1999). The interest of using this method is to primarily understand the case of interest, through the lens of brief references to analogous cases, highlighting peculiarities of the main case. In the present work, the case of interest is Brazil and we will use the case of Argentina to underscore key aspects of the consequences of cross conditionality. Argentina has a history of trade conflicts with China and also elected a right-leaning president who intended to rebalance the country’s foreign policy away from Chinese influence. Even if a traditional binary comparison would be also of interest (GAZIBO, 2002), the Brazilian case is interesting because the reaction against the Chinese weight has been stronger than what was registered in Argentina. Moreover, the Brazilian government also possesses organizations and policy instruments, such as a national development bank, that could potentially mitigate the effects of cross conditionality, particularly when related to infrastructure projects.

Asymmetric comparison differs from traditional case studies (ROHLFING, 2012) because the inferences and conclusions drawn from it make explicit reference to other cases, because they allow to emphasize an important point for the case of interest. On the other hand, asymmetrical comparisons might mitigate some risks of binary comparisons, particularly when the latter would lead to obvious conclusions given the stark contrasts between two possible cases. They seek to highlight key issues of a case of interest without the necessary recourse to a more complex comparative structure, whether by variables or cases (RAGIN; ZARET, 1983). One of the reasons to propose such methodological strategy is to avoid analyses with a priori defined results, due to the nature of the cases. These comparisons are called “ventriloquist comparisons,” because the differences in the variables or cases is so evident that the results are quite obvious (HASSENTEUFEL, 2000). In the case of the present contribution, a traditional comparison of the effects of Chinese cross-conditionality over coalitional dynamics and the potential mitigating factors that recipient governments could implement, would lead us to the obvious conclusion that having a strong financial position – in the form of the Banco Nacional de Desenvolvimento Econômico e Social (BNDES) – would shield Brazilian initiatives in opposition to Argentinean ones.

For instance, from a methodological point of view, is not easy to define what should be the best comparative framework between the Argentinean and Brazilian cases. As mentioned above, Brazil has some financial leeway since it commands the BNDES, whereas Argentina does not have any similar recourse, leading us to the obvious conclusion that having financial means allow states to conduct their foreign and trade policies more freely. Moreover, in Argentina there has been another government alternation with the return of a Peronist government led by Alberto Fernández (2019-2023). This new change further prevents the elaboration of a traditional comparison between Brazil and Argentina since it was precisely the successive Peronist governments that deepened the partnership between Argentina and China. In sum, all these reasons lead us to prefer an asymmetric comparison focused on the Brazilian case instead of a traditional binary comparative structure.

Nevertheless, if a traditional comparison does not offer ideal conditions, occasional references within the frame of an asymmetric comparison can reveal important issues of the case of interest. Thus, following the advice of KOCKA (1999, p.49), we would still use Argentinean experiences to highlight the Brazilian case, our case of interest. With the aim of adding analytical leverage and avoiding the risks that HASSENTEUFEL (2000, p.108) signals, some alternative hypotheses will be explored in order to better support the conclusions of the asymmetric comparison proposed here. Moreover, the present study can also contribute from a methodological perspective to the studies of South-South cooperation, particularly those referred to economic issues. The next section will focus on the empirical section of this study.
Brazil

The complicated equilibrium that the current Brazilian Administration must orchestrate between its different priorities in foreign policy concerning its position vis-à-vis China is of the utmost importance giving the high costs any miscalculation can create. Such journey started before the inauguration of President Jair Bolsonaro (2019-2022), when he and his advisors on international affairs had troubling attitudes. Those actions – including comments about the commercial relation between the two countries as well as a visit to Taiwan – did not please authorities in Beijing, causing uneasiness and, at the end, rarefied the ambience between both governments (LIBÂNIO, 2018, p.302). Allegedly, the reason for those actions was that the ideological proximity between the previous administration and China was behind the increase in the commercial flows between the two countries. Thus, since Brazil was going through a severe economic crisis, the country did not gain enough with that association and, so the argument went, it wasted the opportunities offered by other partners, i.e., the United States. These attitudes show how the Right in Latin America also assumed that the presence of China in the region was merely ideological, instead of a more multifaceted array of economic interests.7

In response to the public manifestation of such attitudes, the Agribusiness Parliamentary Group (Bancada ruralista) made a statement in favour of a pragmatic economic policy in tandem with the main economic authorities commanded by the Minister of Economy, Paulo Guedes (CHATIN, 2019, p.125-126). This group represents the interests of agricultural and livestock producers, as well as actors of its support industries (e.g., machinery), constituting a key member of the government coalition in congress. Although this is hardly the first time that business stakeholders linked to Agribusiness defended their interests in relation to a matter of Brazilian international trade and foreign policy (e.g., IGLÉCIAS, 2007), this is the first time in which that Parliamentary group is closely aligned with the sitting government. Despite it being a member of the government coalition, such group does not hesitate to criticize the government openly in order to defend its interests. This, rather odd, political action indicates the fragility of the government coalition and how the latter responds to developments in the international arena. In many ways, this is not at all surprising given the increasing importance that agribusiness has acquired in Brazilian trade patterns in general (Figure 1) and, particularly, in the commercial relationship with China (SILVA; MENDONÇA, 2017, p.82).

Figure 1 – Soybeans in Brazilian Trade with China. 2001-2019

Correlation coefficient: 0.9608
Sources: elaborated by the author with data from Brasil (2020) and UN Comtrade (2020).

7 Chinese commercial interests took a different dimension with the complex process of accession to the World Trade Organization during the 1990s (KENT, 2013, p.153ff), culminating in 2001 with its full membership.
Thus, the weight of the Agribusiness parliamentary group in the current government is the product of three different processes. First, there has been a consolidation in the political representation of agribusiness through the strengthening of the industry representation, that started in the midst of the transition to democracy (BRUNO, 2017). Second, as mentioned above, the weight of agricultural commodities in Brazilian trade patterns has increased steadily during the present century. This fact is in line with the hypothesis of the Stolper-Samuelson theorem (STOLPER; SAMUELSON, 1941), and mirrors what ROGOWSKI (1989) describes for German workers in the late nineteenth century. In both cases the domestic political weight of the owners of the main productive factor of the increasingly important economic activity – i.e., landowners in the Brazilian case – improved accordingly. Finally, the third process explaining the political weight of agribusiness is the political alignment with the government, which gives to agribusiness an important role in the current political juncture in Brazil (DAIA FIRMIANO, 2020).

While international trade is hardly the only topic in which the Agribusiness Parliamentary Group and the government of Jair Bolsonaro share a vision, the latter would be wise to tread carefully when handling such an issue. The integrity of the government’s coalition depends in part on the effects that some government’s decisions have, or potentially have, on Chinese interests. Were these affected in any way, they can press key members of the government’s coalition, hamstringing one of the government’s partners (FLORES; JATOBÁ, 2016), as an attempt to obtain concessions. That international trade becomes deeply entrenched in the congressional coalitional dynamics is, somehow, path-breaking in the Brazilian context. After all, trade affairs are exclusive competence of the Executive Branch (BONELLI; PINHEIRO, 2008), which could lead us to believe that the government possesses significant leeway in the conduction of commercial policy. However, given the imbrication and close political association between agribusiness and the government, the latter must take into account the former’s interests.

An arena of potential conflict due to the importance for all involved is that of soybeans. Indeed, soybeans production came to play an increasing important role in the trade relation between Brazil and China in the course of the present century (ROLDÁN et al., 2016, p.48). In addition, Chinese interests now control the trading firms through which soybeans are exported (ROCHA; BIELSCHOWSKY, 2018, p.20-24), increasing the vulnerability of that production to the whims of a single partner. Therefore, is no wonder that, as mentioned above, representatives of agribusiness have called for a more pragmatic approach in the conduction of foreign policy in conjunction with the Ministry of Economy. Indeed, there is a precedent in the recent past when soybean imports were the subject of retaliation from the Chinese government. Such episode took place when soybean commercial operations were suspended in response to the indictment of Chinese officials by an Argentinean judge on human rights offenses (OVIEDO, 2012). Such episode is a clear example of cross-conditionality in which the Chinese government tries to press its trade partners to punish them for what it considers sensitive issues.

Brazilian exports of soybeans to China are five times what Argentinean exports are (Figure 2), which potentially indicates that a retaliation is less likely given the sheer volume Brazilian production represents. In fact, the data shows that China might be hedging its disputes with Argentina through its Brazilian imports; the correlation coefficient of the series for the 2010s – that is, after the dispute with Argentina – is close to -1, which implies that each seller is winning when the other is losing. Moreover, is important to keep in mind that the Chinese government does not hesitate to retaliate in a trade dispute, even if it hurts its immediate domestic interests (e.g., ECONOMIST, 2019). Therefore, the potential for a trade spat caused by the Brazilian government’s carelessness is considerable and its consequences are in line with the depth of the dispute. Even if soybeans trade between Brazil and China have reached record highs due to a number of factors (SINGH, 2020), is no less true that domestic political stakes are equally high. An indicator of this stakes manifests when

---

This, by no means, implies that trade policy had been conducted without considering coalition building in the domestic realm. Before the liberalization of international trade in the late 1980s and early 1990s, the Customs Policy Commission (Comissão de Política Aduaneira) attended many corporatist interests (BAUMANN; RIVERO; ZAVATTIERO, 1997, p.559) – many of which supported the government at the time – highlighting the Commission’s role in maintaining support for the government. Later on, the liberalization schedule in the early 1990s also responded selectively to specific interests (KUME; PIANI; SOUZA, 2003) so as not to alienate potential supporters.
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8 This, by no means, implies that trade policy had been conducted without considering coalition building in the domestic realm. Before the liberalization of international trade in the late 1980s and early 1990s, the Customs Policy Commission (Comissão de Política Aduaneira) attended many corporatist interests (BAUMANN; RIVERO; ZAVATTIERO, 1997, p.559) – many of which supported the government at the time – highlighting the Commission’s role in maintaining support for the government. Later on, the liberalization schedule in the early 1990s also responded selectively to specific interests (KUME; PIANI; SOUZA, 2003) so as not to alienate potential supporters.
actors related to agribusiness, which would otherwise be happy for their proximity to power, express their uneasiness with the way the government has handled communication related to some trade affairs (SAMORA, 2020).

Commodities are not the only sector at risk of retaliation in a potential trade dispute between Brazil and China. Another sector at risk is that of infrastructure projects, particularly those in the area of energy and utilities which represented the second highest recipient of Chinese direct investment between 2003 and 2016 (AVENDANO; MELGUIZO; MINER, 2017, p.11). However, in such arena the Brazilian position is stronger since it possesses the financial means to weather an eventual spat with a Chinese partner. A case in point is the electrical transmission line coming from the Belo Monte Hydroelectric Dam, which was adjudicated to a consortium between the Chinese group “State Grid” and the Brazilian state-owned Eletrobrás. In spite of the Chinese participation, the project is financed through the BNDES (2018), which limits to a certain extent the possible use of cross-conditionality with respect to that kind of initiatives.9

In fact, an infrastructure project in Argentina became the focal point in one episode of cross-conditionality because the government of Mauricio Macri (2015-2019) wanted to backtrack on the construction of a hydroelectric dam. This, however, would cut financing for a railroad with no connection to that project (PATEY, 2017). While in this case, financial resources came entirely from the NDB, giving the Chinese government more leverage, is clear that the involvement of Chinese construction conglomerates is as important as the financial portion of the deals. After all, such participation is also Chinese. Currently, the Brazilian government is potentially in the middle of a similar conundrum: Brazilian authorities have created hurdles that hamper Chinese investments in big infrastructure projects as part of its reorientation of foreign policy. Meanwhile, agribusiness fears a reduction in future Chinese business and tries to use its resources to lobby for a more favorable approach.

---

9 These conditions also highlight the risks involved in projects financed through the New Development Bank – NDB, of which China is the main partner (ABDENUR; FOLLY, 2017; RIBEIRO; MARINGONI, 2019), potentially becoming a front for dispute and pressure.
contacts in the government, i.e., the Minister of Agriculture, to convince the president about the importance of keeping the partnership alive (WIZIACK, 2020).

This episode shows the tension inside the Brazilian government concerning the handling of the relationship with China but also how domestic political alliances can shift in response to the transformations of the global sphere. In a very similar fashion than traditional conditionality in the 1980s, national governments are constrained to behave in a certain way so as to accommodate the interests of their creditors. While cross-conditionality does not lead to politically costly institutional reforms, its presence does affect governments’ coalition-building efforts because it has the potential to set apart domestic political partnerships. Current circumstances might make Brazilian agribusiness less vulnerable to Chinese retaliation via cross-conditionality, however, their intense mobilization indicates that the risk is more than latent when infrastructure projects, and investment more broadly, are considered. This would not only represent a risk for the Brazilian government in the international arena but, perhaps more importantly, in its efforts to gather a governing coalition at home.

Conclusions

The goal of this contribution was to analyze the political consequences in Brazilian domestic politics associated with the strategy of cross-conditionality that Chinese authorities have implemented in the past. Considering this is important given the changes that the turn to the Right have brought to the conduction of Latin America’s relationship with China. We analyzed the Brazilian case after the election of Jair Bolsonaro through an asymmetric comparison. The support that the Agribusiness Parliamentary Group (Bancada ruralista) gives to Bolsonaro’s government offers an ideal setting to study this issue. Agricultural commodities constitute an important part of the commercial relation between Brazil and China. We conclude that cross-conditionality represents a considerable risk, although not immediate, to coalition-building efforts of governments that rely on agribusiness given the importance of commodity trade between China and Brazil. This outcome is in line with what the literature on the Second Image Reversed suggested about the empowerment of social groups that participated heavily in international trade.

Other sectors, such as infrastructure, can also be the targets of cross-conditionality given the hefty investments that China, whether through state-owned companies or state-backed ones, have done or plan to do in that realm (VILA-NOVA, 2019). However, we consider that this sector in Brazil is less vulnerable to a retaliatory action in the lines of cross-conditionality. The reason for this difference is the presence of the BNDES and the possibilities it offers as a substitute for Chinese financial resources. Thus, this reproduces the patterns observed in the 1980s when the financial means of a state made it more or less vulnerable to conditionality clauses attached to structural adjustment loans. However, hostilities towards Chinese participation in infrastructure projects, might translate into retaliation – in the same way that cross-conditionality would work – in the realm of international trade where commodities dominate.

In consequence, cross-conditionality more broadly represents only a moderate risk to the coalition-building efforts of the current Brazilian government. However, those risks can easily escalate if the Brazilian government continues to nurture the animosity against China that was evident before it took office. The Chinese government might weight its options differently if the global landscape changes towards a less confrontational scenario, which includes a friendly government in Argentina. This risk is substantial given the strong negative correlation between Argentinean and Brazilian exports, which potentially indicate that Latin American soybean exports are a zero-sum game. Those risks are well understood by the Brazilian Agribusiness Parliamentary Groups which has repeatedly voiced its uneasiness with ideological statements blatantly hostile to China made by members of the Brazilian government. Whether those manifestations are sign of the strength or weakness of their position within the government is an empirical matter. They highlight however the impact of cross-conditionality in the coalition building efforts of a rather fragile government.
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